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Abstract
This article investigates ethical research risks associated with
cryptocurrencies and the related family of digital “value” tech-
nologies. It provides an empirical analysis of innovation and
recommends guiding principles for ethical research and de-
velopment.

Ethical research risks are identified through 1) an analy-
sis of research methods and ethics disclosure practices in
published empirical research and 2) a survey of academic
research practices and researcher opinions. These data iden-
tified multiple research ethics issues. It was discovered that
most researchers have extensive and undisclosed industry
relationships, have undisclosed conflicts of interest arising
from token ownership, and report low use of institutional re-
view or ethics guidelines, among other issues. Three novel
research risks—conflicts of interest, risky methods, and dis-
closure—are then introduced and compared to the risks of
conventional research. It is argued that these technologies
introduce ethical risks and opportunities beyond their sector.
These findings suggest a new class of ethical and normative
research practice, comparable to fields such as bio- or nano-
technology ethics. Based on these analyses, eight principles
for ethical research are described, with practical lessons for
the researcher.

1 Introduction

Researching cryptocurrencies and blockchains is fraught with
ethical quandaries. This kind of research combines the chal-
lenges of studying computer security, financial technologies,
online and anonymous communities, and novel and emerging
technologies. Due to their decentralized design and underly-
ing financial value, cryptocurrencies and blockchains present
novel research and development risks.1

The cryptocurrency and blockchain industry is a decade old
and has generated significant private and public investment,

1In this article, “cryptocurrencies and blockchains” refers to the entire
family of digital “value” technologies that emerged from Bitcoin, irrespective
of particular technical architecture.

attracted a large workforce, and is increasingly delivering
software and hardware products into a growing market. There
appear to be few limits on possible use cases or industry ver-
ticals. At this stage in development, however, impact is best
measured in terms of corporate investment, which continues
to reach into the billions of dollars annually [12, 65]. While
many individuals remain skeptical about the promises offered
by the technology (and they have good reason to do so), cryp-
tocurrencies and blockchains have nonetheless emerged as
prime movers in many global technology sectors. Moreover,
through successive investment and hype cycles, these tech-
nologies have expanded in scope and have been integrated
with existing information and management systems, in turn
introducing social and ethical complexities that are not well
understood.

This article explores this challenging ethical terrain with a
two-step research design followed by an analysis of three ar-
eas of research, ultimately detailing eight principles for ethical
cryptocurrency and blockchain research. First, a large-scale
review of academic literature identifies research methods and
the prevalence of ethics disclosure statements. This analysis
found limited evidence of ethical deliberation and very few
disclosure statements—as well, most seriously, an underre-
porting of financial conflicts of interest. Second, a survey
of cryptocurrency and blockchain researchers reports on six
themes: research methods, awareness of ethics guidelines,
ethics and pedagogy, software vulnerability disclosure, to-
ken ownership and disclosure, and industry relations. This
analysis found that nearly half of all researchers have worked
for industry, and of those, only half have reported it. Three-
quarters of all researchers reported being very actively re-
cruited by industry for their expertise and personal or univer-
sity reputation. Nearly half of all researchers have purchased
tokens for research and personal investment, yet almost none
reported these investments to academic journals or media.
Finally, almost no researchers felt that the cryptocurrency
and blockchain industry was ethical, yet only a third reported
using institutional review for their own ethical research com-
pliance, despite widespread awareness of such guidelines.
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These findings suggest that cryptocurrencies and blockchains
comprise a new class of ethical and normative research prac-
tice, comparable to fields such as bio- and nanotechnology
ethics, and through technological innovation and adoption
introduce risks to a broader technology landscape.

2 Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Research

Bitcoin is a system of digital “money” invented in 2008/2009
that later became the first of many cryptocurrencies [27].
Early on, the Bitcoin community was small and niche, mostly
of interest to technologists aligned to the political and cul-
tural values of libertarianism, anarchism, and neoclassical
economic theory [40]. But, by 2013 Bitcoin had grown in
popularity and price, and subsequently, academic research
followed.

Technical developments to broaden and enhance the Bit-
coin system soon emerged, leading to the proliferation of hun-
dreds of Bitcoin clones known as “alt coins” and “cryptocur-
rencies,” alongside the emergence of general “blockchain”
technologies. In 2014-2015, a major shift occurred with
the development of the Ethereum platform (and a few other
smaller projects), which built on the technologies underly-
ing Bitcoin (by then known as a “blockchain”). Ethereum
extended Bitcoin but did so without being necessarily tied to
conceptions of money and monetary instruments.

The emergence of blockchains reoriented much of the at-
tention away from money and instead drew focus on new,
general-purpose decentralized computing platforms. The de-
velopment of these general-purpose decentralized computing
platforms proved attractive to many industry verticals, in-
cluding banking, insurance, gaming and gambling, social
networking, digital content distribution, logistics, heavy and
high-tech manufacturing, food safety, pharmaceutical man-
agement, and corporate governance. Practically every large
technology company (from IBM to Facebook) either experi-
mented with new cryptocurrency and blockchain-based infor-
mation and management systems or retrofitted their existing
systems. Today, many of these systems are in development,
have launched, or have since shuttered as hype came and
went.

Academic research followed the transition from Bitcoin
to blockchain and flourished. By 2016, cryptocurrencies
and blockchains had entered mainstream academic discourse.
Today, published journal articles on cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technologies number in the thousands, dozens of
monographs and edited collections have been published, and
hundreds of academic workshops and conferences have taken
place.

2.1 Cryptocurrency and blockchain ethics lit-
erature

Despite the fact that the cryptocurrency and blockchain indus-
try has a generally negative reputation, academic discussions
about ethical behaviours and practices remain rare. Tang
et al. [71] discuss the desired functionality of blockchains
for ethical use; Lapointe and Fishbane [51] describe ethi-
cal design constraints as part of a practical framework for
cryptocurrency and blockchain systems; Hughes [46] dis-
cusses the ethical impact of the adoption of cryptocurrencies
in relation to the “digital divide;” Dierksmeier & Seele [23]
survey business risks—commercial and ethical—imagining if
cryptocurrencies were to be adopted broadly; Coeckelbergh
& Reijers [18] develop a general normative theory of cryp-
tocurrencies and blockchains; Angel & McCabe [3] discuss
the ethics of using cryptocurrencies for payment in society;
Clark et al. [16] discuss the ethical implications of using cryp-
tocurrencies and blockchain technologies to implement new
markets; and Guadamuz & Marsden [43] address the ethical
challenges of researching a field characterized by anonymity.
There are no prior publications addressing or assessing ethical
practices for cryptocurrency and blockchain research.

There are also no specific guidelines for ethical cryptocur-
rency and blockchain research and few public discussions
of the topic. The first and most significant discussion about
ethical research and publication practices originated with jour-
nalists, who already have clear and robust guidelines. In late
2017, the journalist Felix Salmon broached the topic in a
Nieman Lab blog post [67] addressing the lack of disclo-
sures by journalists. He argued that the early experiments
by journalists who bought cryptocurrencies as a way to play-
fully engage with the new technology were potentially se-
rious breaches of journalistic ethics. Salmon reports that
high-profile mainstream technology journalists like Farhad
Manjoo, Kevin Roose, and Kashmir Hill bought and then
sold Bitcoins that, if they held for more than a year, would
have increased dramatically in price and put these journalists
in possession of hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of
Bitcoin. Against these permissive practices, Salmon writes
emphatically, “[t]oday, if you write about bitcoin [as a jour-
nalist], you can’t ethically own it, any more than you can
own shares directly in companies you write about” [67]. In-
deed, The New York Times, which has voraciously covered
cryptocurrency and blockchain news, has ethical guidelines
that extend to prohibitions on buying cryptocurrencies for
any journalist covering the field: “[n]o staff member may
own stock or have any other financial interest in a company,
enterprise or industry that figures or is likely to figure in cov-
erage” [58]. The focus of Salmon’s critique and the thrust
of ethics guidelines for journalism suggests that if journal-
ists have an economic relationship to their topic, they are
unable to act impartially or write without bias (or at least they
will appear as such). I argue that academic cryptocurrency
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and blockchain researchers have similar issues of impartiality
and disclosure but also a distinct set of challenges, which are
more complex. Yet, academics have not grappled with the
complexity of their research ethics.

3 Study 1: Review of Research Methods and
Ethics Disclosures

It is commonly said about research that “our methods de-
termine our ethics” [48]. To better understand this relation-
ship, I conducted a literature review of cryptocurrency and
blockchain research. This review has two goals: 1) under-
stand what research methods are being used in cryptocurrency
and blockchain research, and 2) assess the prevalence of ethics
disclosures. This review found limited evidence of ethical de-
liberation and only a single substantial disclosure of financial
conflicts of interest.

3.1 Method
Only 4% of published research on cryptocurrencies and
blockchains describe a research methodology. Typically, only
empirical research includes discussion of research method-
ology. Likewise, only empirical research methods discuss
research ethics because empirical research methods have a
priori greater risk of harm. Therefore, empirical research
methods are the subject of ethical concern and oversight in
ways that non-empirical methods are not.

Based on an initial exploration of the literature, the main
methods for empirical research on cryptocurrencies and
blockchains were found to be interviews, surveys, passive
measurement, and active measurement (as well as a few other
less prevalent or mixed methods). Of these, passive and active
measurement are common in computer science but rare in
other fields, and therefore require some explanation. Passive
measurement is the observation of information in its natural-
istic state, especially as it is transmitted across networks. A
typical passive measurement study of cryptocurrencies and
blockchains might, for example, graph transactions in an at-
tempt to find clusters and correlations or statistically study
cryptocurrency exchanges for activity. Active measurement
is a non-naturalistic method that introduces or alters infor-
mation, typically in a network and usually with the goal of
producing or inducing the studied behaviour. For example,
an active measurement study might perform cryptocurrency
trades and study the resulting market changes, directly attack
the blockchain network to test network resilience, or attempt
to exploit software vulnerabilities (the latter also falls into the
category of security analysis).

It is not possible to systematically study cryptocurrency and
blockchain research. Not only is the research field now rather
large and heterodox, it lacks common publication venues
and accepted research norms. In fact, a great deal of high-
value research on cryptocurrencies and blockchains is not

formally published at all, and instead resides in e-print or
self-archive repositories (such as arXiv, SSRN, and institu-
tional repositories). For these reasons, conventional meth-
ods for systematic review are not available. Therefore, this
sample of research includes published and publicly-available
but unpublished documents. The source of literature was
the Blockchain Research Network’s publication database
(http://blockchainresearchnetwork.org), which, at the time
of analysis (November 27, 2018) included 2090 items (with
953 full-text files) and is the largest specialized database of
cryptocurrency and blockchain research.

A full-text and metadata search of the publication database
resulted in an initial long list of 488 publications (searching
for research method, analysis, and related terms). Publica-
tions that did not clearly identify research methods were then
eliminated, resulting in a final list of 79 publications. Each
publication was then read and coded for both research method
and ethics disclosure or statement type. Using a reflexive,
iterative process, four codes for disclosure statements were
developed: institutional review (e.g., IRB), informal discus-
sion of ethical implications, disclosure of funding sources,
and disclosure of conflicts of interest.

3.2 Results

58% of the selected publications make some kind of ethics
disclosure (Table 1)—most of which are pro forma. For com-
parison, in management fields, 17% of journals require ethics
disclosures for compliance with Committee on Publication
Ethics (COPE) guidelines, but many COPE journals are non-
compliant [42]; actual disclosures in public administration
(3%) and political science (12%) are lower [48].

Method IRB Informal Funding Conf. Interest Any Disclosure
Interview (5) (6%) 1 0 0 0 1
User experience testing (1) (1%) 0 0 0 0 0
Discourse analysis (2) (3%) 0 0 1 0 1
Ethnography (1) (1%) 1 0 0 0 1
Mixed method (5) (6%) 1 0 2 1 3
Survey (16) (20%) 2 0 1 1 4
Passive measurement (40) (51%) 1 2 18 5 19
Active measurement (7) (9%) 1 4 5 0 7
Security analysis (2) (3%) 0 0 0 0 0
Totals (79) 7 (11%) 6 (9%) 27 (34%) 7 (9%) 46 (58%)

Table 1: Survey of research methods and ethics disclosures
made in empirical cryptocurrency and blockchain research.

As encouraging as it might seem that cryptocurrency and
blockchain research disclosure practices are numerically bet-
ter than other fields, a closer look at the data reveals a different
story. Nearly half of all statements were for disclosing fund-
ing sources (27 publications), which is a practice commonly
used to give credit to funders and has limited ethical utility.
When this category of disclosure is omitted from analysis,
empirical cryptocurrency and blockchain research with eth-
ical disclosure statements drops to only 20 publications, or
about 25%.
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The few publications that included financial conflicts of
interest statements were clearly obligatory. The one exception
is Athey et al. [4], which included a link to an online conflict
of interest disclosure (Athey was then at MIT and advisor
for several cryptocurrency companies, including CoinCenter,
an industry lobby and advocacy group). Similarly, the lack
of engagement with formal (and typically obligatory) ethical
research processes like institutional review (REBs/IRBs) is
notable.

4 Study 2: Survey of Ethical Risks

To better understand the range of possible ethical research
practices, including formal disclosures, informal and ad-hoc
justifications, research practices that occur before and after
the formal research period, and interactions with industry,
I conducted a survey of cryptocurrency and blockchain re-
searchers.

4.1 Method

Participants were recruited for an online questionnaire
through email. 206 “active” researchers were identified from
publication data on the Blockchain Research Network, where
“active” was defined as any scholar with two or more publica-
tions. This resulted in 192 invitation emails sent on June 21,
2018. The survey closed on August 13, 2018.

The questionnaire received 32 complete responses (17%
response rate). The questionnaire contained 37 questions,
which were designed to collect researcher practices and opin-
ions.

Over half (57%) of the respondents were affiliated with
engineering and computer science; social sciences were the
second most common affiliation (27%). Respondents’ job
status skewed towards those in senior positions. Most re-
spondents had studied cryptocurrencies and blockchains for
two to four years (32%), yet a considerable number reported
studying the field for five-to-six years (29%) or more than six
years (26%). Similarly, the largest proportion (44%) reported
having more than five publications in the field. Most had
received funding for their research (overall 70%; engineers
and computer scientists: 93%), but only a minority (25%)
were currently a lab director or principal investigator.

Results were analysed to identify patterns of research ethics
awareness, knowledge, and behaviour. Since many of the
survey questions were informed by prior analysis of literature
and observed behaviour in the field, questions were designed
to target particular ethical issues in an attempt to validate
previously identified hypotheses (“validate” in the weak sense
of convergent observations). This approach can be considered
a form of “triangulation” [47], where the overall goal was a
“holistic” and “contextual” portrayal of the data.

4.2 Results

The survey reports on six themes. I describe each theme
individually and then identify and compare ethical research
risks to draw out broader implications.

4.2.1 Research methods used

Survey participants reported using methods that roughly
match the major dimensions of the publication analysis (com-
pare Table 1 and Table 2; n.b., non-empirical methods were
absent from publication analysis). Overall, survey partici-
pants used passive measurement methods the most (53%),
followed by humanistic or philosophical inquiry (47%) and
security analysis (40%) (participants could select more than
one method) (Table 2).

Method # %
Humanistic or philosophical inquiry 14 47%
Qualitative social science methods 9 30%
Quantitative social science methods 8 27%
Passive computer & networking measurement 16 53%
Active computer & networking measurement 8 27%
Security analysis 12 40%

Table 2: Methods used by all participants (multiple selections
possible).

4.2.2 Awareness of ethics guideline

Survey respondents were aware of their professional associa-
tions’ and university’s ethics guidelines, however, they tended
to not use REBs/IRBs. Most survey respondents knew of
the existence of their academic associations’ codes of ethics
(55%) and were aware of the contents (82% were “somewhat”
or “very” aware). The professional associations with the
most commonly cited guidelines were ACM, IEEE, USENIX,
IACR, AoIR, and AAA, but these results are likely more rep-
resentative of the type of respondent than true awareness or
impact of guidelines. Indeed, Payne and Landry [62] report
that for business and IT professionals, the diversity of extant
codes is seen as confusing. Similarly, most respondents knew
of the existence of their university’s codes of ethics (69%) and
were aware of the contents (96% were “somewhat” or “very”
aware). Familiarity of ethics guidelines increases slightly
with time spent researching in the field (Figure 1).

Despite the general awareness of ethics guidelines, re-
spondents reported low use of REBs/IRBs (only 32% have
“ever” submitted a REB/IRB application for cryptocurrency
or blockchain research). A key factor for this low use of
REBs/IRBs appears to be due to disciplinary and research
norms. Specifically, the rate of use of REBs/IRBs reported by
engineers and computer scientists alone (18%) is significantly
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Figure 2: Have ever submitted REB/IRB application (Q 7)

lower than those reported by all other (non-engineer/non-
computer scientist) researchers (58%) (p: 0.04; Figure 2).
This is hardly surprising given the views of many in the
computer science and engineering fields, who tend to be
unfamiliar with REB/IRB processes, find REBs/IRBs to be
inadequately knowledgeable about typical engineering and
computer science methods, and therefore tend to have a pes-
simistic outlook on the value of REBs/IRBs [34, 35].

4.2.3 Ethics and pedagogy

Most respondents taught students about cryptocurrencies or
blockchains (88%), with about half of the respondents (54%)
teaching engineering and computer science students. Of these,
twice as many discussed ethical issues (66%), compared to
those who did not (33%). But, only one in ten used a formal
guideline or code of ethics when discussing ethical issues
with students.

4.2.4 Software vulnerability disclosure

Most (65%) engineering and computer science respondents
reported doing computer security analyses (such as intrusion
testing or code analysis). Of these respondents, the major-
ity (73%) found errors or vulnerabilities in cryptocurrency
and blockchain software and all (100%) reported these is-
sues to the software developers, yet the minority (38%) were
compensated for their disclosures.

4.2.5 Token ownership and disclosure

Overall, about half of the respondents (47%) reported buying
tokens for research purposes, which is a similar proportion
of respondents who reported buying tokens for non-research
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Figure 4: Purchased tokens for personal use (Q 19)

(i.e., personal) purposes (52%). However, for researchers
with more than five years of experience in the field, token pur-
chasing for research was significantly higher (59%) than those
with less than five years of experience in the field (29%) (the
propensity to purchase tokens for personal use by researchers
did not vary with experience) (Figure 3). One demographic
segment, however, tells a different story: engineering and
computer science researchers reported buying tokens for per-
sonal use much more often than those in other disciplines
(61% and 23%, respectively) (p: 0.02; Figure 4).

Very few respondents reported disclosing their token hold-
ings in academic publications (6%) or online (16%), despite
the fact that many (38%) of the respondents who purchased
tokens for either research or personal uses reported person-
ally profiting from their token holdings. Similarly, while
three-quarters (75%) of respondents have written about cryp-
tocurrencies or blockchains online, only 8% made disclosures
online about either token holdings or advisory roles with com-
panies.

4.2.6 Industry relations

Slightly fewer than half of all respondents (44%) reported
advising, consulting, or working for cryptocurrency and
blockchain companies. Of those, just under half (43%) also
reported being compensated for their work within industry.
Researchers were commonly solicited for work within indus-
try: of all respondents, three quarters (75%) reported being
invited to advise, consult, or work for a company. Of those,
all but one had been invited to work for a company in the last
year, and a quarter (27%) reported being invited at least once
in the last year. The reasons given by researchers for why
they are being so actively recruited vary, but most cite their
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expertise (93%), their reputation (64%), and their university’s
reputation (36%) (multiple selections possible).

Finally, respondents hold generally negative views about
the ethical practices of the cryptocurrency and blockchain
industry. Nearly half of the respondents reported feeling that
the industry is “neither ethical nor unethical” (44%) (the term
“neutral” was purposely avoided in the survey), but a sizable
proportion reported feeling that the industry is “somewhat
unethical” (36%) or “highly unethical” (16%). Only one
respondent reported that the industry is “somewhat ethical”
and none reported that the industry is “highly ethical.”

5 Discussion: Cross-Domain Analysis of Re-
search Ethics Risks

This article identified ethical research risks using a two-step
study. Based on these findings, in the next section three areas
of ethical risk are highlighted and comparisons are drawn
between “conventional” research risks and emerging risks in
cryptocurrency and blockchain research.

5.1 Conflicts of interest
When considering the risks of industry involvement in re-
search, the most commonly cited issues stem from conflicts
of interest, and especially financial conflicts of interest. This
is particularly true for research that can be easily commercial-
ized, such as biomedical and agricultural research. Conflicts
of interest are defined as “a set of conditions in which pro-
fessional judgment concerning a primary interest... tends to
be unduly influenced by a secondary interest” [72]. Conflicts
of interest include, for example, payment for consulting and
services, stock and equity ownership, holding a position on
a board of directors, and industry sponsorship of research.
Many ethicists believe that contemporary research necessar-
ily entails conflicts of interest and while it may seem like
researchers ought to eliminate all conflicts of interest, such a
goal is neither practical nor desirable [41, 66].

Financial conflicts of interest are extremely common but
relatively straightforward to regulate. Guidelines are a key
tool for regulation, which may be issued by institutions, pro-
fessional associations, and funding agencies [66]. Institutions,
such as laboratories and universities, typically require self-
disclosure of financial conflicts of interest by researchers, but
since it is not in the interest of institutions to prevent commer-
cial activity [32], institutional prohibition is rare. Funding
agencies, especially those responsible to the public, have
somewhat more robust guidelines and enforcement mecha-
nisms. For instance, the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS), Public Health Service (PHS), and
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) issued guidelines stip-
ulating that researchers must disclose personal financial inter-
ests in excess of $5,000. The National Science Foundation
(NSF)—a dominant funder of cryptocurrency and blockchain

research in the U.S.—mirrored the HHS/PHS guidelines [66],
but opted for a $10,000 threshold. However, except for se-
rious breaches of research ethics, often prompted by media
coverage, government enforcement of conflicts of interest
guidelines is rare [6].

While seldom included in regulatory guidelines, non-
financial conflicts of interest are more common and po-
tentially more deleterious than financial conflicts of inter-
est [20, 52, 68]. For example, Saver [68] points out that none
of the most-cited violations of research ethics involved fi-
nancial conflicts of interest, including the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study and the injection of live cancer cells into elderly pa-
tients, which led to the enactment of the National Research
Act of 1974. Non-financial conflicts of interest include re-
ceiving gifts (e.g., lab equipment or access to datasets) and
creating or maintaining personal relationships. These kinds
of non-financial conflicts of interest have caused research vi-
olations that led to harm, faked and withheld scientific data,
and biased and uncritical research [68]. By focusing regu-
lations solely on simple financial conflicts of interest, many
potentially deleterious research practices are being ignored.

Yet, conflicts of interest often result from the best of in-
tentions. “People overestimate their willpower, objectivity,
and ability to compartmentalize” Curzer and Santillanes [20]
write, “while underestimating the strength of temptations,
their tendency to rationalize, and ability to ignore the twinges
of conscience.” It is underappreciated that, in many cases, the
social relationships between researchers and industry spon-
sors create the most serious conflicts of interest [68].

Conflicts of interest also degrade public trust in science
[32, 52, 66]. The public’s trust in science is essential for
the adoption of science-based policy recommendations. Yet,
universities often encourage entrepreneurial activities that po-
tentially undermine research objectivity [32]. Entrepreneurial
activities also undermine the educational mission of universi-
ties, since students [64] and the public [66] have been shown
to be incapable of accurately identifying conflicts of interest
and their real influence.

Conflicts of interest are a common and normal part of
research. In biomedicine, Bekelman et al. [7] report that
U.S. industry funding nearly doubled (from 32% to 62%)
between 1980 and 2000, resulting in a quarter of biomedi-
cal researchers having industry affiliation and roughly two
thirds of academic institutions holding equity in startups that
sponsor research performed at the same institution. This
has resulted in a measurable bias towards pro-industry con-
clusions, as well as the withholding of data and delay of
publication [7, 20, 41]. Results are roughly similar for other
research fields. From 1980-1999, 8% of all externally-funded
researchers reported conflicts of interest, and almost twice as
many reported conflicts of interest involving stock or stock
options [36]. A study conducted in 2000 reported that the
average value of industry sponsorship across all faculty was
US $100,000, with many researchers receiving stock valued
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at more than US $1 million [36]. More recently, Gottlieb [41]
reports that half of all academic scientists are also consultants
or have served on scientific advisory boards for industry. Yet,
despite growing industry influence, biomedical research—and
research more generally—has increasingly moved away from
prohibition of financial conflicts of interest and instead moved
towards risk-based models that manage conflicts of interest
through disclosure.

Until recently, leading medical journals like the New Eng-
land Journal of Medicine and the British Medical Journal
banned publications from authors with ties to industry [15,26].
These bans were prompted by well-publicized exposés about
the corrupting influence of industry-sponsored research, es-
pecially from the tobacco industry. While these publication
bans provided a bright line for researchers (as do prohibitions
against equity ownership for journalists, discussed above),
“zero-tolerance” approaches proved misguided in their sim-
plicity. Publication bans in biomedical research have since
eased to accommodate a balance between research and indus-
try and to broaden the potential pool of authors, since finding
researchers with no ties to industry was becoming difficult
and burdensome [39].

5.2 Conflicts of interest facing cryptocurrency
and blockchain researchers

Cryptocurrency and blockchain researchers have many of the
same kinds of conflicts of interest as other researchers—from
compensation for consulting to personal bias—but, the preva-
lence of industry sponsorship and the unique technologies
used for research present new and novel challenges.

The cryptocurrency and blockchain industry requires a
steady stream of research to drive innovation, just like any
other high technology industry, which necessarily introduces
institutional conflicts of interest [60]. From 2015, when
cryptocurrency and blockchain companies exploded into the
mainstream, until the market downturn in 2018, industry-
sponsored research had been generous (it still continues, but
at lower rates). Recent examples of startups investing in
sponsored-research are illustrative of this trend: Ripple cre-
ated a US $54 million university research fund by partnering
with 17 universities; Dash provided Arizona State University
with US $350,000 to establish a research lab and award stu-
dent scholarships; Tezos awarded research grants to Cornell
University, the University of Beira Interior, the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and France-IOI; IOHK created
a funded research chair at the Tokyo Institute of Technology
and provided US $500,000 to the University of Edinburgh to
set up a research lab; Brave recruited a “Visiting Researcher,”
and many university-based research labs (such as University
of British Columbia and Cornell University) have “partner-
ships” with industry.

Startups often look for affiliation with name-brand univer-
sities to garner reputation, which is a valuable commodity for

an industry marred by illegality and scams [45,73]. Sponsored
research potentially creates a “halo” of positive press and the
appearance of propriety. DuPont [27] found that investors
highly value startups’ research and development teams, even
if in reality many of these relationships are little more than a
thin attempt to leverage a university’s sterling reputation. One
of the key ways that startups “buy” a university’s reputation is
by recruiting university researchers as compensated “advisors”
who do not necessarily provide expert guidance. Retaining
Nobel Laureates as advisors—at least four are currently work-
ing with cryptocurrency and blockchain startups [74]—is a
high profile example. Other researchers with top-tier creden-
tials and reputations have helped launch notable startups and
have taken advisory positions, usually accompanied by media
attention but not formal disclosure.

In the best cases university researchers are positively
contributing to company strategy and product development
through their advisory roles [56, 63]. And, while any re-
searcher is unlikely to be able to speak truly independently
about a company or product when directly compensated, it
must be stressed that financial conflicts of interest do not nec-
essarily preclude unbiased and accurate research in general.

Finally, a novel source of conflict of interest arises for re-
searchers who must purchase and use cryptocurrencies to
conduct research. For many researchers and developers, cryp-
tocurrencies or tokens must be purchased to conduct exper-
iments, such as monitoring network performance, manipu-
lating markets, and running security tests. However, own-
ership of valuable assets automatically creates conflicts of
interest, which are also risks inherited by the infrastructures
these assets are integrated into. With rapidly fluctuating price
and no clear guidance for experiment lifecycle or protocols
for disposal of tokens, researchers often find themselves in
possession of very valuable assets at the conclusion of their
research. It is a nearly-inescapable yet problematic feature of
studying cryptocurrencies and blockchains that researchers
often must “pay to play.”

5.3 Risky research methods
The widespread adoption of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) brought about new opportunities for re-
search, but also introduced new research risks [11]. For the
last two decades, ethicists have been puzzling over these new
research challenges and developing guidelines, such as the
AoIR and ACM codes of ethics [31, 53] and the Menlo Re-
port [25]. Despite these advances, cutting-edge research meth-
ods and new and novel technologies have proliferated with lit-
tle ethical debate. The field of computer and network security
has been at the forefront of these developments—inventing
controversial research techniques such as hacking, penetra-
tion testing, honey-potting, spoofing, and network manipula-
tion [8, 24, 49, 54, 59, 61]. The intersection of controversial
new computer and network security research methods and
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the financial and monetary dimensions of cryptocurrencies
further challenges research ethics.

For conventional research, institutional review in the form
of IRBs/REBs, has been the first and often last line of defence
against research abuses. Institutional review emerged out of
recommendations from the Declaration of Helsinki (1964)
and the Belmont Report (1979), which originally convened
over concerns about high-profile cases of research abuse. In-
stitutional review has since taken on a hybrid role in research
ethics, “situated... somewhere in between administrative tri-
bunals and administrative licensing boards” [52].

As effective as institutional review has been for ensuring
safe research practices, some critics argue against the ap-
propriateness and value of institutional review for situations
that do not involve conventional notions of human subjects
research [1, 11, 48]. This is particularly true for computer
science and engineering fields [2, 5, 19, 34, 35]. Many schol-
ars worry about “ethics creep” resulting from the increased
scope and power of institutional review boards (a form of
bureaucratic expansion) and institutionalized distrust of re-
searchers [44]. On the other hand, a case can be made for
institutional review to protect against new forms of research
harm not typically associated with “human subjects” but that
are no less harmful, such as “information risks” [22].

5.4 Risky cryptocurrency and blockchain re-
search methods

While most cryptocurrency and blockchain research is con-
ventional in design—using well-established protocols for sur-
veys, interviews, ethnographies, and case studies—security
analyses of cryptocurrencies and blockchains, in particular,
introduces new, novel, and risky methods. Despite these risks,
this research is also vitally important to ensure safe, effective,
and error-free systems.

There are many controversial cryptocurrency and
blockchain research methods, especially those that use decep-
tion, manipulation, system “attacks,” and de-anonymization
or personally-identifying account clustering. In computer
and network security literature a distinction is usually made
between methods that are “passive” and “active.” Because
passive measurement resembles traditional scientific practice,
insofar as it measures computer and network phenomena
naturalistically, it is less controversial. However, many
passive studies have unintended consequences. Consider, for
example, research that studies the activities of cryptocurrency
investment algorithms. Stubbings [70] and Gandal et
al. [33] each found evidence of illegal manipulation of
cryptocurrency markets. By revealing illegal activities, their
findings unwittingly put their research subjects at risk, who
did not consent to be studied and were unaware of their
participation in research.

Active measurement is controversial because it creates or
induces the phenomena that is measured or studied. Active

research often focuses on illegal and unethical activities, such
as spam or manipulation. In some cases, active research sus-
tains infrastructure services that are commonly used for illegal
activities, entangling researchers with the activities of their
research. Examples in computer and network security include
creating virus honeypots, controlling botnets, and launching
phishing attacks. Similar issues occur with cryptocurrency
and blockchain research; consider the Bitcoin network re-
search by Meiklejohn et al. [55]. To study activities on the
Bitcoin network, Meiklejohn et al. [55] used Bitcoins to make
hundreds of purchases, which included participation in gam-
bling sites and the use of controversial “mixing” services.
Mixing services are especially problematic, since they work
by aggregating transactions to obfuscate buyers and sellers
for the purpose of anonymous online commerce. Even though
mixing services have legitimate uses (increased privacy), they
are overwhelmingly associated with illegal activities, such
as money laundering and drug dealing. Meiklejohn et al.’s
research [55] is controversial because gambling and mixing
services each require for their use active participation by a net-
work of users (which, in this case, included the researchers).

Developing research methods capable of exploring anony-
mous networks can have wide-reaching and unintended ef-
fects beyond the scope of research. In particular, analysis
techniques developed by researchers might also be used by
criminals or law enforcement. This is not a speculative risk;
there are several examples of social science researchers be-
ing legally forced to disclose methods or provide access to
raw (un-anonymized) research data for use in police investi-
gations [44]. Something similar has already happened with
cryptocurrency and blockchain research: it appears that Bit-
coin de-anonymization research has been provided to law
enforcement [29].

Perhaps the most ethically fraught research practices are
those that “attack” cryptocurrencies and blockchains, using
techniques like hacking, penetration testing, and security code
analysis. “Ethical” hacking (called “White Hat” hacking) and
“ethical” penetration testing (called “Red Teaming”) have
always been controversial aspects of computer security re-
search [8], but they are generally accepted practices so long
as proper procedures are followed and disclosures are made.
Computer security disclosure, a responsible research “best
practice,” also has, as I discuss below, myriad ethical issues,
including controversial financial incentives for hacking and
“bug markets” that encourage researchers to find and expose
security exploits.

It is in the context of cryptocurrency and blockchain hack-
ing that Philip Daian [21], a PhD student at Cornell Univer-
sity, conducted a non-scientific poll of the practitioner and
academic community on Twitter. Daian asked the community
whether they thought it was ethical to ask students to hack
live smart contracts in the classroom (Figure 5). (A smart
contract is quasi-legal automated code running on top of a
blockchain that is often used to secure cryptocurrencies.) The
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Figure 5: Philip Daian’s Twitter poll.

general consensus from the community was that the practice
is acceptable. From a normative perspective, these are notable
results. In case there is any doubt, Daian’s reply to his poll
highlights the severity of the ethics at hand: he asked, “... if
you find a $10M quick-cash exploit during... homework, do
you take the 10 points or the [$]10M?” [21].

While teaching ethical hacking in classrooms is necessarily
a controversial practice in any context, the fact that smart
contracts directly protect valuable assets further complicates
matters. Hacking a smart contract is functionally identical
to accessing the cryptocurrency assets, which therefore re-
lies entirely on the moral fortitude of students to not run off
with the exfiltrated funds. Indeed, because most cryptocur-
rencies are pseudonymous, students learning the craft could
make off with funds and nobody would know that the theft
occurred or who perpetrated it. As students are increasingly
exposed to these exercises, more and better ethics training
and safeguarding needs to be introduced into the classroom.

5.5 Disclosure practices
Disclosure is the practice of informing stakeholders about
relevant concerns. In research, disclosure is essential to the
overarching goals of scientific publication. Typical disclosure
practices range from optional to mandatory and include ethics
disclosure (informing the readership that appropriate care was
taken when conducting research), conflict of interest disclo-
sure (informing the readership about potential biases so that
conclusions can be exposed to appropriate skepticism), and
specialized types, like software vulnerability disclosure (in-
forming software producers about discovered vulnerabilities
so that they can be fixed). While disclosure is not a perfect
solution to the many issues facing research ethics, when per-
formed openly and candidly it is generally considered best
practice [9, 50].

Disclosure of financial conflicts of interest is perhaps the
most common requirement because financial conflicts are
among the easiest to regulate and the corrupting effects are
so prevalent. Typically, institutions create guidelines for dis-
closing financial conflicts of interest that have clear rules
(minimum values for reporting) and establish frameworks for
monitoring compliance and punishment for non-compliance.

As with all kinds of disclosure of bias, disclosure of finan-
cial conflicts of interest allows concerned parties to evaluate
and monitor research and helps to prevent the erosion of pub-
lic trust [36, 66]. However, despite being among the easiest
forms of disclosure to regulate, actual compliance is rare.
Even among journals with stated disclosure policies, Bekel-
man et al. [7] found that in the biomedical field—well known
for its cozy relationship to industry—“few articles contained
financial conflict disclosures.”

Some research ethicists are critical of the overreliance on
disclosure practices, finding that they are ineffective and inap-
propriate. Citing evidence on the lack of efficacy of disclosure
practices, Capps [14] argues that a “funding effect” is visible
even when direct financial ties are disclosed. Greenwood, on
the other hand, argues that by requiring journals to monitor
and discipline disclosure practices journals have to take on an
inappropriate “policing role” [42].

More worrisome still, disclosure practices sometimes put
researchers at risk. For instance, good-faith whistleblowers
are often poorly protected by their institutions [57]. Even in
the course of “normal” disclosure, as in the case of reporting
adverse events, researchers may hesitate to act ethically out
of fear of reprisal or due to the consequences of their disclo-
sure. The well-known case of Nancy Olivieri, the University
of Toronto hematologist who published results showing that
an experimental drug’s efficacy was declining and causing
serious adverse effects, is illustrative. In response to the pub-
lication, the drug company attacked the integrity of Olivieri
and her research. Both the university and the medical hospi-
tal worried that the drug company might withdraw research
support and therefore allowed unsubstantiated misconduct
allegations to be pursued [41].

5.6 Cryptocurrency and blockchain disclo-
sure practices

Many of the same fears of industry retribution and lack
of institutional protection are present in cryptocurrency
and blockchain research. Yet, disclosure practices in
cryptocurrency and blockchain research—as rare as they
are—introduce novel kinds of risk due to their technical de-
sign and the social contexts they operate within.

In 2018, Cory Fields, a software developer working at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, discovered a critical
vulnerability in the widely used Bitcoin Cash client software.
Upon discovering the vulnerability, Fields disclosed it to the
software developers. But, Fields [30] felt that he had to make
the disclosure anonymously. Fields recognized that in dis-
closing the vulnerability, which affected many thousands of
running clients that were keeping secure billions of dollars’
worth of cryptocurrency, he was also announcing that he was
capable of exploiting the vulnerability. And, Fields knew that
others—criminals—might have previously been aware of this
vulnerability and already exploited it. Had Fields submitted
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his vulnerability disclosure publicly, and had the vulnerability
already been exploited, he would have been susceptible to
claims that he was the one who had perpetrated the theft. In
fact, due to the pseudonymous nature of Bitcoin Cash, he
would have had no way to prove otherwise. Citing examples
like this, Sirer [69] calls cryptocurrency and blockchain dis-
closure a “choose-your-own-security-disclosure-adventure”
and argues that such practices are fundamentally inappropri-
ate for cryptocurrencies and blockchains worth billions of
dollars. Given the many ways that existing products and in-
frastructures are currently being “tokenized” by integrating
cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies (from electricity
distribution to home rentals), disclosure practices across the
field of software engineering will need to change to accom-
modate these new ethical risks.

Fields’ software vulnerability disclosure is not the only
unique challenge facing cryptocurrency and blockchain re-
search disclosure practices. As described above, cryptocur-
rency and blockchain researchers often have financial con-
flicts of interest due to the fact that their experimental mate-
rial—cryptocurrency and blockchain tokens—are necessarily
valuable. Due to this conflict of interest, some researchers
have turned to a negative-disclosure practice as a potential
solution—taking the firm stance of refusing to buy cryptocur-
rencies or blockchain tokens. These individuals are known,
with some derision in the user community, as “nocoiners.”
While nocoiners have a simple solution and bright line for
ethical research practice, much like medical journals that ban
publications associated with industry funding, they draw these
lines to the potential detriment of their own research. In many
cases, active participation (which means “buying in”) is the
only way to truly understand a technology or a community.
Nocoiners lose the privileged access and the deep understand-
ing that participation and engagement produces.

6 Conclusion: Risks from a New Normative
Class of Technology

In recent years there has been a nascent but encouraging move
towards deeper ethical engagement across the industry, includ-
ing efforts at standardization and the development of tools to
align ethics and software development [28, 51]. Despite these
encouraging signs, however, researchers and developers have
yet to fully grasp the real risks involved in their work. To date,
no specific guidelines or tools have been developed to support
research in this field. Conflicts of interest, through association
with industry or experimentation with valuable tokens, are
rampant and underreported. Not engaging these conflicts of
interest—the nocoiners solution—however, comes with sig-
nificant drawbacks and while candid disclosure offers a way
forward, it too introduces novel risks. Finally, many research
methods, especially those associated with security research,
are important and necessary to ensure the safe use and de-

velopment of these technologies, but with few guidelines in
place they also pose real risk to unwitting users who typically
do not consent to be research subjects.

As these systems continue to develop and are further in-
tegrated into existing technologies, their research risks will
become more pervasive. This risk of “ethical contagion” is
much broader than typically realized and reaches beyond the
weird and woolly world of cryptocurrencies and blockchains.
Addressing these risks of contagion requires identifying site
of intervention in the innovation value chain. Burt [13], for
example, found that “structural equivalence” (the degree to
which people occupy the same position in the social struc-
ture) rather than “coherence” (conversations with colleagues)
was a better predictor of an innovation’s adoption. Burt [13]
also found that contagion in innovation arose “from people
proximate in social structure using one another to manage the
uncertainty of innovation.” Extending Burt’s findings to fi-
nancial technologies helps explain why this study found cryp-
tocurrency and blockchain researchers to be well informed
about ethics but still engaged in risky behaviours, as a sector-
wide norm. Such in-group dynamics remain underexplored in
the cryptocurrency and blockchain sector, but as strong moti-
vators for behaviour they also recommend potential solutions
for ethical regulation.

Similarly, social network analysis has shown that the spread
of ethical behaviour has to do more with types of relation-
ships than mere exposure to deviance [10]. For example,
Gino, Ayal, and Ariely [37] and Gino, Gu, and Zhong [38]
found that in laboratory settings exposure to dishonest in-
group members had a contagious effect, but the effect was
modulated by out-group observation. Therefore, monitoring
by, but especially collaboration with, norms-setting bodies,
including IRB, ought to be strengthened throughout the sec-
tor, but with better aligned goals and less cross-disciplinary
animosity. Norms-settings bodies might even begin to look at
the nascent field as an opportunity—not a burden—for ways
to explore working intensively with these kinds of fast-paced
technology sectors.

Cryptocurrency and blockchain researchers and developers
for their part ought to seek ethics solutions from within their
toolkit, innovating for “ethics tech” in much the same way
that “regtech” has become a key line of business in the indus-
try. As is widely acknowledged, these powerful cryptoeco-
nomic systems excel at producing designed human behaviours
and their range of potential innovation far exceeds the tradi-
tional technology goals of efficiency, reliability, security, and
profit. While this article identified ethical behaviour within
the research and development community as a risk today, in
the future ethical research and development using cryptocur-
rency and blockchain technologies may be an opportunity for
growth.

Perhaps the most challenging ethical risk to overcome is
that cryptocurrencies and blockchains are a unique class of
ethical and normative activity, comparable to fields such as
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bio- or nanotechnology ethics. Mark Coeckelbergh’s pioneer-
ing work on “money machines” [17] has already introduced
a general ethical principle for the development and adoption
of such systems, arguing that they create moral “distance”
among people and their relation to the world. This moral
distance may result in diminished care for others and the
environment. Extending Coeckelberg’s analysis to the re-
search and development context, the challenge of studying
this technology is that it is not just valuable but value itself
(per se value). While the de novo or “fiat” nature of money
has long been studied, until recently—with Bitcoin’s turn to-
wards technicity and alegality—per se value has seldom been
directly, that is, empirically, researched and developed. As
per se value technologies, cryptocurrencies and blockchains
are united as a class of ethical and normative activity, which
demands unique ethical attention.

This comparison with living (bio-) and very small (nano-)
technologies has deep social relevance but we are only at
the beginning of understanding how to research “value” tech-
nologies. Nonetheless, while further study is required, some
practical principles for guiding ethical research can be de-
scribed.

7 Eight Guiding Principles of Ethical Cryp-
tocurrency and Blockchain Research

1. Develop a research lifecycle: plan for acquisition and
disposal of cryptocurrency and blockchain assets, en-
suring that disposal does not further create conflicts of
interest (charitable donation is an option).

2. Use (and educate) IRBs: don’t depend on IRBs to
understand the complexities of cryptocurrency and
blockchain research, but take the opportunity to educate
them and engage in a dialogue about ethical research.

3. Disclose conflicts of interest: include financial and non-
financial disclosures of COIs when publishing research
(especially when value exceeds US $5,000 or 5% owner-
ship over the last 12 months), but also consider publish-
ing a historically complete record online.

4. Consider alternatives, testnets, and bright-line pro-
hibitions: conduct research (and education) using less
ethically risky alternatives or testnets; in some cases,
bright-line prohibitions should be established in advance
to limit risk.

5. Protect and dispose of dangerous methods: avoid cre-
ating (executable) dual-use research methods (such as
de-anonymizing methods) and otherwise protect meth-
ods and dispose of them immediately at the conclusion
of the research lifecycle.

6. Disclose software vulnerabilities: current best-practice
software vulnerability disclosure practices are not well-
suited to cryptocurrency and blockchain research, but
until better practices are developed, immediately dis-
close software vulnerabilities to software developers.

7. Minimize value exchanges: acquire or purchase the
minimum value of assets necessary for research (none if
possible).

8. Develop lab guidelines: work towards developing a
usable set of internal research guidelines; consider en-
gaging inter-disciplinary researchers outside of your re-
search team.

Immediately and with some urgency, work is needed to
establish robust guidelines for cryptocurrency and blockchain
research and any future “value” technologies, ideally across
academic, industry, and government stakeholders. In a gesture
towards this future, this article investigated the prevalence of
ethics disclosures in the literature, surveyed researchers about
their ethical practices and opinions, and analysed the unique
challenges facing the ethical research of cryptocurrencies
and blockchains, warning of further risks as technologies are
integrated across infrastructures.
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